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1  Introduction 

 

The starting point for this report was the goal of generating one value for the compute efficiency of a                   

typical SDP pipeline, that could be used to determine which architecture would be most suitable to                

use and how many nodes of that architecture would be required. An analysis of the assumptions                

required to produce such a single value, the current lack of constraints on this problem and the wide                  

range of possible architectures, implementations and operating conditions which could be used have             

shown the calculation of such a value to be erroneous at the current time. On top of this our work                    

has demonstrated that focusing on compute efficiency alone (when considering the current            

computing architecture and hardware landscape) could lead to the wrong choice of hardware or              

node design.  

A need for additional empirical data has motivated much of the vertical prototyping work              

documented in this report.  

Given the complexity and diversity of the current HPC landscape focusing on compute efficiency              

alone is no longer enough to inform good system design. An engineer needs to consider many                

aspects of an algorithm’s performance when trying to understand and quantify efficiency. In this              

document we present several different examples of how an algorithm might be limited by the               

hardware on which it runs. For example compute throughput, size or bandwidth to cache or main                

memory, levels of cache, how the hardware is attached to the compute node in which it operates or                  

how a node is attached to the wider system. This is described in general in section 3 with specific                   

results from vertical prototyping work in sections 6 and 7.  

We conclude this document with an example of how a compute efficiency might be currently               

estimated for SDP based on our current best performing vertical prototypes.  

However we remind the reader (as demonstrated in section 3) that the most sensible way to                

estimate the performance of SDP is by looking at each algorithm within each SDP pipeline               

individually and understanding its limiting factor. Taking this knowledge and the knowledge of how              

many times a given pipeline will run (in proportion to the total number of pipelines SDP will run) and                   

how long (in time) will be spent in each algorithm within a pipeline, a cost/benefit analysis can be                  

performed for a given piece of hardware under consideration. A basic example of this can be found                 

in section 4.2. 
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3.0 Introduction: Modern Compute Architectures 
 

Computer architectures have never been more complicated. Over the last few decades we have 
witnessed profound changes in computing technologies, moving from single monolithic CPUs to 
complicated heterogeneous computing systems. 

As researchers and industrials make significant advances in areas such as AI/ML, designers of 
computing technologies respond by tailoring their products for these emerging markets, increasing 
the complexity and diversity of the HPC landscape even more.  

Traditionally the number of floating point operations per second (FLOPs) that a device can perform 
has, over time, increased at a greater rate (Figure 1) than the corresponding bandwidth of a device 
(Figure 2).  Given this, it becomes ever harder to supply processing cores with enough data to keep 
them busy. Thus using the small, high bandwidth regions of on-chip memory (L1, L2.. caches) 
becomes increasingly important when working to ensure algorithms perform optimally.  

Along with this, to support the emerging demands of AI/ML applications, hardware vendors are 
designing products that have accelerated processing for lower precision numbers (such as 8-bit 
integers or fp16). This makes selecting the most efficient hardware to execute an algorithm or 
processing pipeline on increasingly difficult. 

 

 

Figure 1: The evolution of peak compute performance of NVIDIA GPUs (measured in GFLOPs) over a 
six-year period.  
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Figure 2: The evolution of the ratio of the peak computing power over the peak bandwidth 
(measured as FLOPs/Byte) for NVIDIA GPUs over a six-year period.  

 

3.1 Efficiency, efficiency or efficiency  
In the world of computing the word efficiency can take on different meanings. A cluster 
administrator might use the word efficiency to describe the utilisation of a cluster (how many nodes 
of the cluster are busy at any given time). A user of the cluster might use the word efficiency to 
describe how well their program utilises a cluster. Someone developing algorithms might use the 
term efficiency to describe how well a given computational algorithm utilises a piece of hardware. 
Others might use the word to refer to how energy efficient a data centre is.  

Throughout this report we use the term efficiency to refer to the percentage of peak performance of 
the limiting factor (compute throughput, memory bandwidth) that an algorithm achieves on a given 
piece of computer hardware under consideration. Specifically, our focus is performance within a 
node.  

How algorithms might scale beyond a single node requires additional treatment and this is given in a 
later section in this Report.  

 

3.2 The efficiency of a single algorithm 
The efficiency of a single computational algorithm can be determined by profiling the algorithm on 
target hardware and determining where the limiting factor for the algorithm exists. By this we pose 
the question, is the algorithm under consideration limited by, compute throughput, memory 
bandwidth, type conversion rate, the rate at which transcendentals can be calculated, etc. From the 
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point of view of a computational accelerator the algorithm could be limited by its ability to move 
data (bandwidth bound) or its ability to perform computations (compute bound). Some examples of 
this are: 

 

● PCIe bandwidth to device. 
● Bandwidth from main memory on the device to its processing cores. 
● Bandwidth from cache (LLC, L3, L2, L1…) on the device to its processing cores. 
● Bandwidth from a user-managed cache (such as GPU shared memory) to processing cores. 
● Or limited by the rate at which computation can be performed. 

 

If an algorithm requires more computational resource than is available on a single compute node 
then it must be spread across multiple nodes. In this case it might be that the limiting factor for the 
algorithm is the rate at which data can be transferred between nodes (fabric bandwidth), or the time 
taken to get the data onto the fabric in the first place (latency).  

 

To define the efficiency of an algorithm  we must understand two different values. The first is theη)(  

achieved value of the limiting factor (call this m), for example this might be the shared memory 
bandwidth on a GPU as measured using a profiling tool (such as nvvp in this case). The second thing 
that we need to understand is the maximum achievable performance of that limiting factor (call this 
M). Often M can be looked up, disclosed by manufactures via NDA, calculated, or measured using 
idealised codes. Given this we define: 

 η =  ( mM)  

Let’s consider a few examples. 

 

Example one – shared memory bandwidth bound 

We have an algorithm that achieves 10 TB/s of shared memory bandwidth on a NVIDIA Volta GPU. 

Although shared memory bandwidth is the limiting factor for this algorithm, we don’t achieve the 
maximum theoretical bandwidth because we might have (for example) bank conflicts (Figure 3). 

We know the maximum achievable shared memory bandwidth is: 

80 streaming multiprocessors can make 32 (4 byte) transactions to shared memory per clock cycle. 
The GPU has a clock frequency of 1.455 GHz therefore 

 

hared memory bandwidth 32 x 4 x 80 x 1.455  14.9 TB/sS =  =   

 

Hence our efficiency  is given by:η)(  

.71  η =  ( mM) =  ( 14
10) = 0  
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Figure 3: An example of (Left) coalesced memory access, (Middle) memory accesses with bank 
conflicts, and (Right) multicast memory accesses.  

 

In this case the only thing that will change the efficiency of the algorithm is to either reduce the 
amount of data that the algorithm is required to move or to reuse cached data in a more efficient 
manner.  

Any change in the number of FLOPs performed by the algorithm will have no effect on the shared 
memory efficiency at all.  

 

Example two – compute bound 

We have an algorithm that achieves 5 TFLOP/s of overall compute throughput on a NVIDIA Volta 
GPU. 

Although our profiler tells us that the algorithm is compute bound we do not achieve the quoted 
maximum achievable compute throughput of ~15 TFLOP/s for single precision. The quoted maximum 
performance is for fused multiply-adds (FMAs), whereas other instructions, such as a sin() or square 
root, will run at different speeds. An example would be computing the sin() of a data value. On the 
NVIDIA Volta architecture this takes 4 clock cycles, whereas a FMA (a+b*c) can be completed in one 
clock. 
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In the above case of an achieved compute throughput of 5 TFLOP/s our efficiency  is given by:η)(  

 

.33  η =  ( mM) =  ( 5
15) = 0  

 

In this case the only thing that will change the efficiency of the algorithm is to either reduce the 
number of instructions issued by the algorithm or to change the instructions that are issued.  

Any change in the amount of data that is moved by the algorithm will have no effect on the compute 
efficiency at all.  

3.3 SDP processing pipeline efficiency 
Now that we have defined  we can compute an overall efficiency metric for any given SDPη  

processing pipeline. 

 Ε = n
1 ∑

n

i=0
ηi  

Where: 

 is the “efficiency” of algorithm i running on the most optimal hardware choice for that algorithmηi  

n is the total number of algorithms in a processing pipeline. 

 is the overall efficiency of a pipeline.Ε  

 

However, this is only part of the picture. This assumes that all algorithms are equal. What if one of 
the algorithms has a runtime that depends on the input data? For example, an iterative solve will 
take far more iterations if the initial input data is far from the global minimum.  

This would mean that not all  are equal in their contribution to . Hence, they must be weighted.η Ε  

However as mentioned previously the weighting for a particular algorithm might depend on 
instrument performance and so we cannot provide an accurate solution ahead of time to our above 
equation.  

 

3.4 SDP pipeline execution timing 
We might try to define the efficiency of a processing pipeline based on estimating the number of 
FLOPs any given algorithm performs, the time taken to execute the algorithm and the number of 
FLOPs our computer can execute during this time.  

Let P be the total number of FLOPs that our machine can perform per second. 

 

number of  nodes ×number of  "processors" ×peak performance of  "processor" P =   
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Now consider the time taken for any SDP pipeline to execute. This can be described by the following 
equation: 

 

τ τ τ τT =  0 +  1 +  2 +  3 + …  

T =  ∑
n

i=0
τ i  

 

Where T is the total wall clock time taken to execute a given pipeline, and  is the time spentτ i  

executing algorithm i on the chosen hardware (“processor”). 

Next, we define the total number of computational operations that our pipeline under consideration 
will have to perform. Let’s call this C. 

 

c c c cC =  0 +  1 +  2 +  3 + …  

C =  ∑
n

i=0
ci  

 

Where  is the total number of operations an algorithm must execute to complete.ci  

 

Using the above we can define the throughput (in FLOPs) of the pipeline under consideration. Let’s 
call this PP. 

PP =  T
C  

 

Finally, we can define the efficiency as, 

E =  P
PP  

 

This however is difficult to estimate because we’d need to have reasonably well optimised code for 
all n algorithms in the pipeline (to make measurements ).τ i   

 

3.5 Simplifications 
To simplify the picture, let’s only consider the algorithms that dominate X% of execution time (for 
example, let X = 90%). 
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ϕT =  ∑
m

i=0
τ i +   

Here,  is the error introduced into T by considering the subset of algorithms (   that ϕ …m)i = 0  

represent X% of execution time. 

Even in this reduced case, it is still difficult to predict an efficiency. We must define the reduced set 
of algorithms to study. But again, if one or some of these algorithms are dependent on instrument 
performance, the dominant set of algorithms could change on a daily basis.  

In summary, making a confident prediction for SDP efficiency is a very difficult thing to achieve.  

 

 

4.0 Preliminary estimate of compute efficiency 
 
Estimating computational efficiency for the entirety of all SDP pipelines on as yet unavailable              
computational architecture is a highly complex problem. This is compounded by the fact that we               
have no knowledge of how the telescope will perform and what the RFI environment will ultimately                
be like. In the absence of data, unavoidable assumptions must be made. An initial estimate of the                 
computational efficiency for SDP was made in [RD01]. Where possible, the assumptions made in that               
document have been updated here with input from recent vertical prototyping activities. In addition,              
all assumptions made have been highlighted to clarify areas of uncertainty and possible areas for               
further study.  
 

4.1 Section on Experimental Evidence 

Operational intensity for the gridding algorithm on one node is estimated using a measured max               
performance of 120 GFLOPS/s in [RD02] and the theoretical peak global memory bandwidth of 288               
GB/s on a K40 GPU.  
 
The following assumptions were made: 

1. That the algorithm is limited by bandwidth to global memory. 
2. That if an algorithm is limited by bandwidth to global memory the theoretical peak global               

memory bandwidth can be achieved.  
 

Update and response: 
1. The current highest performing gridding code that we are aware of is limited by L2 cache                

bandwidth on the GPU (The moving-window implementation of the gridding algorithm by            
J.Romein, running on P100, profiled in [RD03]). The tile-based code [RD03], which has similar              
performance as the moving-window code for simulation data, is actually compute bound.  

2. As gridding is a scattered operation, it is unlikely that an implementation that worked              
directly out of GPU global memory would be coalesced.  
 

The operational intensity for the FFT algorithm on one node is estimated using a measured max                
performance of 226 GFLOPS/s in [RD04] and the theoretical peak global memory bandwidth of 288               
GB/s on a K40 GPU.  
 
The following assumptions were made: 
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3. That the limiting factor for FFTs is global memory bandwidth and that the global bandwidth               
is close to being fully utilised, with utilisation level increasing with future memory             
architectures. 

 
Update and response: 

3. This is largely borne out by profiling work on the newer Titan V GPU card in [RD04], which                  
finds that 1D and 2D FFTs are limited by global device memory bandwidth, with 1D FFTs at                 
90% utilisation of theoretical peak global bandwidth. However, importantly 2D FFTs achieve            
a much lower fraction of this due to the library implementation in cuFFT.  

 
A single operational intensity figure for the entire pipeline is estimated from the operational              
intensities for gridding and FFT. 
 
The following assumptions were made: 

4. That gridding and FFTs take up the majority of the pipeline 
5. That gridding and FFTs take up the same length of time and thus should contribute the same                 

amount to the operational intensity figure 
6. That operational intensity should be the same for different implementations of the same             

algorithm as optimised for CPU or GPU.  
7. That the multi node implementation of each algorithm is still limited by global memory              

bandwidth. 
 
Update and response: 

4. We present a model at the end of this report that shows how algorithms with different                
limiting factors can be combined to gain some measure of efficiency for a processing              
pipeline under consideration. However we believe that it is important to understand the             
bottleneck for any given algorithm or processing step and then choose hardware according             
to this limitation. Abstracting the limiting step for a given algorithm by only focusing on the                
compute efficiency for that algorithm could lead to a sub-optimal choice of hardware.  

5. It cannot be guaranteed that gridding and FFTs will take the same length of time to process                 
on all current and future computational architectures.  

6. This is essentially a question of whether OI should be treated as an inherent property of an                 
algorithm (and that therefore averaging implementations brings you closer to this true            
value) or a implementation dependent property under the programmer’s control. It was            
found that two similarly performing implementations of the gridding algorithm for the same             
device had wildly different OIs, and in fact one was compute bound and one bandwidth               
bound (see [RD03], part 2). This suggests that OI cannot necessarily be treated as an               
invariant property of an algorithm.  

7. For a large scale system most algorithms that require multi-node processing are limited by              
network communication. 

 
 

4.2 Section on Estimate of Future Computational Efficiency 

A value for computational efficiency of the entire pipeline is estimated from the single operational               
intensity value found for the entire pipeline.  
 
The following assumptions were made: 
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8. That a single figure of 0.6 for operational intensity is valid for the entire pipeline on all                 
potential hardware. 

9. That future generations of architecture will have the same limiting factor as for previous              
generations.  

10. That the operational intensity on future generations of architecture will be the same as for               
previous generations.  

11. That the roofline for a particular operational intensity can be reached (ie the maximum              
possible FLOPS/s for that operational intensity should be used). 

12. That it is meaningful to measure what percentage of computational resources are used for              
an algorithm that is bound by memory resources. 

 
Update and response: 

8. See response to point 7. 
9. While memory bandwidth in some form is likely to be the limiting resource, the exact form --                 

cache, global device memory etc -- is difficult to predict without explicit prototyping and              
benchmarking. It is also possible that revolutionary changes in architecture will change the             
limiting factor completely. Finally, the limiting factor could be changed due to explicit             
tailoring of architectures for the algorithm, or vice versa, through co-design.  

10. It is possible that this might change if the limiting factor of the implementation changed with                
a new architecture.  

11. In general, reaching theoretical performance limits is becoming more difficult for modern            
systems, due to increased parallelism, memory system heterogeneity and increased          
compiler complexity.  

12. This is addressed in section 5 of [RD01], using memory bandwidth directly.  
 
Experience from current generations of accelerators has shown a surprising breadth of bottlenecks             
that limit performance of even the gridding algorithm. From the various stages of memory hierarchy               
as stated above to missing hardware implementations of trigonometry functions such as sin and cos               
and slow performing global atomic adds. Arguing that the performance of all future hardware can be                
accurately determined by looking at memory bandwidth alone does not accurately reflect the             
complexity of modern and future hardware, or the difficulty of efficiently programming these.  
 
This section extrapolates from two generations of Nvidia GPU that are separated by a revolutionary               
development in memory technology: the introduction of HBM. There is no corresponding technology             
lead after Pascal that we can rely on to continue this trend. It is dangerous to draw conclusions from                   
these two data points. It has become clear recently that at least some technology leaders are                
seriously considering revolutionary changes in processing components (i.e. non-von Neumann          
architectures) for mainstream supercomputing applications. While this potentially means         
significantly higher efficiencies, until more details emerge of these architectures, this is impossible to              
say with any degree of certainty. 
 
 
The following updates have been made to the methods described in [RD01], as described further in                
this report 

● For algorithms where prototypes exist, measure compute utilisation of different          
implementations directly using, for instance, nvvp for GPU implementations, rather than first            
estimating OI.  

● To take into account lack of certainty in the percentage of time taken by different algorithms                
in the pipeline, estimate compute efficiency as a function of time spent in the lowest or                
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highest efficiency algorithms and use the extreme cases for lower and upper bounds on this               
figure.  

● Calculate efficiency figures per algorithm based on limiting factor rather than only            
calculating compute efficiency. For instance, if the best performing implementation of a            
particular algorithm is bound by shared memory on GPU, calculate efficiency as a percentage              
of maximum shared memory bandwidth. This figure can then be used to inform architecture              
choices -- each architecture will have different strengths and the limiting factor will inform              
which performance factor to care about when choosing.  

 
Further work 
 
Note that these updates don’t form the full picture of what would be required -- it isn’t necessarily                  
correct to simply choose a different best architecture for each algorithm in the pipeline based on the                 
limiting factor of each algorithm as switching architectures comes with the added cost of data copy                
over PCIe/NVLINK etc. In order to decide if a change in hardware is worthwhile, the cost of data copy                   
plus (faster) compute time on the new device needs to be compared to the (slower) compute time                 
on the less ideal device. Often there is a large potential for performance gain by keeping data local                  
on the same device across multiple algorithms.  
 
In addition, this method would give the best architecture for a single node case. However, there is                 
large uncertainty in how the implementation would scale across multiple nodes for a data set that                
was too large to fit onto a single node, or the processing performance of a single node was                  
prohibitive. Unless all algorithms in the pipeline are trivially parallel, there will not be linear scaling                
from one to multiple nodes. The exact scaling performance is difficult to predict from theory alone --                 
it would be useful to have real measurements from tests at scale.  
 

4.3 Section on Using Memory Bandwidth Directly 

The method for estimating the number of GPU/CPU units to be used in SDP makes the following                 
assumptions: 

● That a single value of 100 PFLOPS/s for required computational work, valid for the entire               

duration of the pipeline, can be used from the parametric model. This may vary based on                

data quality -- an upper and lower bound of FLOPS/s may be more useful to work with.  

● As above: 

○ That a single figure of 0.6 for operational intensity is valid for the entire pipeline on                

all potential hardware. 

○ That all algorithms in the pipeline will be bound by bandwidth to global GPU              
memory. This is not guaranteed for single node implementations (see for example            
the moving-window gridding implementation). In addition, an implementation could         
change to being network limited when scaled up to multiple nodes.  

○ That all algorithms will be running at the maximum theoretical device global            
bandwidth. 

 
Further work 
 
As mentioned above, prototype implementations that can be scaled to multiple nodes could help to               
give a clearer picture of resource usage that could be expected when running at scale.  
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5.0 Preliminary vertical prototyping work 
 

The following list summarises known preliminary vertical prototyping work done between 2011 and 
2017.  

 

5.1 Gridding algorithm 
 

An Efficient Work-Distribution Strategy for Gridding Radio-Telescope Data on GPUs, 2012 

 

A w-gridding projection GPU implementation was developed and tested using CUDA and OpenCL on 
one and eight GPUs by John Romein. It was found to significantly outperform existing accelerator 
based gridders, using a strategy that minimizes required accessed to global memory. This 
implementation is referred to as the ‘moving-window’ code in subsequent vertical prototyping work.  

Full analysis: An Efficient Work-Distribution Strategy for Gridding Radio-Telescope Data on GPUs, 
John W. Romein, ACM International Conference on Supercomputer (ICS'12), pp. 321-330, Venice, 
Italy, June 2012 

Original code: [RD05] 
Adapted code for comparison with new data sets: [RD06] 

Review of gridding algorithms, 2014 

 

A review of existing gridding algorithms in radio astronomy and medicine by Andrew Ensor, including 
their parallelism and memory access strategies and target architectures but not including 
performance results.  

Full analysis: [RD07], Andrew Ensor, 2014,  

SKA-SDP Gridding on Graphical Processing Units, 2015 

 

Testing of gridding and degridding on GPUs by L. Barnes (NVIDIA). Different parallelisation strategies 
were tested on grids up to 16384x16384, number of visibilities up to 4 million and convolution kernel 
sizes up to 256x256 on Kepler GPUs.  

Full analysis of gridding: [RD08], L. Barnes (NVIDIA), 2015 
Full analysis of degridding: [RD02], L. Barnes (NVIDIA), 2015 

Code: [RD022] 
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Kernels workshop, 2016 

 

A workshop was held with the purpose of improving understanding SDP background, architecture, 
approach and status, including prototyping of the gridding algorithm, with input from industry 
partners.  

Overview: [RD09] 

Workshop page:  [RD10] 

 

Convolutional Gridding Routine: GPU port, 2017 

 

A report by Samuel F. Antao of IBM. The w-projection gridding code as described in [RD015] was run 
on an IBM Minsky server with two sockets, 10 Power8 cores per socket, with NVLINK connecting 
each socket to two P100 GPUs. After setting memory to pinned, the code ran 15-20% faster 
depending on data set, which was assumed to be due to faster data transfer time as the algorithm 
was not modified. The usefulness of this data transfer speedup will depend on the size of the data 
set – if there is enough room for double buffering (ie room to fit the data that needs to be processed 
in one go and for data being copied to the GPU) it should be possible to hide transfer time by 
overlapping it with computation time. In this case, there would be nothing to be gained from the 
more expensive NVLINK connection. However, NVLINK should be considered if the data set is too 
large to fit on one GPU.  

Full analysis: [RD023] 

 

5.2 FFT algorithm 
 

FFT Analysis, 2015 

 

Analysis of the FFT algorithm by Stefano Salvini with the following findings: 1) A simple 
computational model of can be proposed but real performance will depend on theNlog NN ops = 5 2  

exact FFT length and implementation details. 2) If the inputs are in single precision, the effect of 
computing the FFT in single rather that double precision was the loss of half to one decimal digit in 
the cases studied, which is unlikely to have a major impact. 3) All platforms and libraries studied 
were consistent with each other in terms of numerical behaviour and can be considered 
interchangeable in that sense.  

Full analysis: SDP [RD011], Stefano Salvini, 2015 

 

Characterizing FFT performance on GPUs for SKA-SDP, 2016 
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Performance profiling of the CuFFT library on a K40m GPU by NVIDIA. Considers effects of zero 
padding arrays, exploiting symmetry of Hermitian matrices and batching of small FFTs. It was found 
that CuFFT performs best for data set dimensions that are powers of two, and that data sets smaller 
than 2K need to be batched to achieve good utilization of the GPU.  On the K40m FFts were found to 
be limited by texture load instruction latency. Future GPU architectures were predicted to alleviate 
this bottleneck as compute gains would be greater than global memory bandwidth gains. It was then 
predicted that FFTs would be global memory bandwidth bound.  

Full analysis: [RD04], NVIDIA, 2016 

 

5.3 Miscellaneous algorithms 
 

Antenna gain calibration on Graphical Processing Units 

 

The algorithm for calculating antenna gain was optimised for the K40c GPU by NVIDIA, based off the 
StEFCal CPU algorithm. The algorithm was found to be relatively simple to implement and limited by 
data movement. Some small changes can be made to reduce data traffic and to make better use of 
caches, resulting in a 30% improvement over a simple implementation. Best performance requires a 
few thousand antennas. Performance falls slowly beyond about 5000 antennae. Better performance 
with fewer antennas can be achieved by batching several calibration computations together.  

Full analysis: [RD012], NVIDIA 

 

Comparison of convolution methods for GPUs 

 

Methods for convolution of 2D images on the K40c GPU were profiled by NVIDIA. It was found that 
the implicit GEMM algorithm, part of the cuDNN, was outerformed by FFT-based convolution using 
cuFFT in almost all cases.  

Full analysis: [RD013], NVIDIA 

 

SKA-SDP Reprojection on Graphical Processing Units 

 

The algorithm for reprojection of image data from one plane to another was implemented on a K40c 
GPU by NVIDIA. It was found to be limited by computational throughput, particularly FMA 
operations. Possible optimisations include using fast math operations and performing interpolation 
using textures, at the cost of reduced accuracy.  

Full analysis: [RD014], NVIDIA 
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6.0 Further prototyping work 
 

This section contains a summary of vertical prototyping work coordinated from Oxford in 2017 and 
2018.  

 

6.1 Gridding algorithm 
 

Convolution Gridding on CPU, GPU and KNL 

An initial optimised version of the gridding algorithm, referred to as the `tile-based' gridding code, 
was produced by NAG from a very basic serial implementation. The GPU version was most 
performant, then a 24 core CPU implementation, then the KNL implementation. 

Full Analysis: [RD015] 

 

Chebyshev polynomial approximation of kernels in w-projection gridding algorithm on GPU 

An attempt to optimise the w-projection gridding algorithm, which is naively bandwidth bound, by 
fitting Chebyshev polynomials to the convolution kernels and evaluating them on the fly; this should 
increase the computational work but reduce memory accesses. It was found that optimisations 
introduced in the tile-based version make the algorithm sufficiently compute bound on GPU to make 
further addition of computational work decrease rather than increase performance. 

Full Analysis: [RD016] 

 

NAG & NVIDIA implementation of gridding for W-projection 

Describes improvements made to the tile-based gridding code by NVIDIA, largely in the area of load 
balancing work across GPU blocks. It also describes later improvements to the convolution kernel 
layout scheme, which targeted the high instruction latency of the algorithm. These combined 
improvements reduced the run time of the tile-based code by 12%. 

Full Analysis: [RD03], Part 1 

 

 

A comparison of moving-window and tile-based gridding codes on the same data set and GPU 
architecture 

The tile-based code (including NVIDIA optimisations but not later improvements) was compared with 
an earlier gridding algorithm from 2012 by J.Romein, referred to as the `moving-window' code. 
Performance and accuracy are considered, in particular including the effect of assumptions made by 
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the moving-window code. For simulation data, it was found that the two codes appeared to have 
comparable performance in the regime where the effect of assumptions made on the accuracy of 
the moving-window code is negligible. For real SKA data, the assumptions made are likely to be more 
valid and may have allowed the moving-window code to outperform the tile-based code. 

Also included is a more thorough study of the performance limiters of both codes; the tile-based 
code was found to be compute bound and the moving-window code bandwidth bound. Finally, the 
process and complexities of preparing two different gridding algorithms for exact comparison on the 
same data set was documented. 

Full Analysis:[RD03], Part 2 

 

Optimisation of the w-projection gridding algorithm for FPGA using Intel OpenCL 

Describes optimisation of the gridding algorithm for FPGA using OpenCL, with guidance from Intel. 
An FPGA version which is competitive with a many core CPU version could not be completed in the 
time available, with the largest challenge being optimising memory layouts and accesses to make 
best use of the chip's limited global bandwidth. An overview of FPGA optimisation areas relevant to 
the gridding algorithm and the effects of using OpenCL on developer time are included. 

Full Analysis: [RD017] 

 

6.2 Predict algorithm 
 

Improving the efficiency of direct visibility prediction using NVIDIA Pascal and Volta GPUs 

 

Four different configurations of the predict algorithm were studied in single and double precision on 
P100 and V100 GPUs and the best optimisation strategy in each case discussed.  

Full Analysis: [RD018] 

 

6.3 FFT algorithm 
 

The time and performance in FLOP/s of the NVIDIA cuFFT library for 1D and 2D Complex to Real FFT 
calculation was measured. The performance of the cuFFT library for in 1D and  2D FFT is completely 
limited by device memory bandwidth. The compute utilisation of GPU depends on FFT length and 
algorithm used by the cuFFT library, but it is mostly below 15%. The FFTs lengths which are 
non-power of two should be avoided, by padding the data with zeros (or mean) to the nearest power 
of two FFT length. However this might not be applicable in all cases since padding itself has 
associated cost with it and it increases data size for further processing. Each such case should be 
investigated more closely. Smaller FFT lengths should be processed in batches otherwise GPU would 
be under-utilised and perform poorly. 
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Both previous investigations of the cuFFT library ([RD011], [RD04]) for SKA used NVIDIA K40 GPU 
from Kepler generation. When compared to NVIDIA TITAN V GPU from Volta generation used for this 
work, the K40 device memory bandwidth was 288GB/s and peak floating point performance was 
5040 GFLOP/s. The TITAN V has device memory bandwidth 652GB/s (2.26x more) and peak floating 
point performance of 15700 GFLOP/s (3.1x more). Since cuFFT library is limited by device memory 
bandwidth we would expect that TITAN V would be 2.2x faster then K40 in computations of FFTs. 
This is indeed what we see when we have compared our results with results from [RD011]. The 
average speed-up for single precision is 2.6x and average speed-up for double precision is 2.3x. 
There are improvements in performance for specific FFT sizes. In general non-power of two FFT sizes 
have better performance when compared to K40. This is mostly due to improvements in algorithms 
rather then hardware. We can also see improvements for bigger power of two FFT sizes in single 
precision with speed-up 3.0x for FFT length 16384. This is again due to algorithm improvements in 
CUDA 9.0 package.  

Full Analysis: [RD019] 

 

7.0 Discussion of Vertical Prototyping Works 
 

7.1 The Roofline model 
 

The Roofline model can give some indication of the limiting factor for a given algorithm whether an 
algorithm might be compute bound or bandwidth limited.  

The Roofline model introduces the term Operational Intensity (OI) which is a critical factor for 
determining the compute efficiency of an algorithm or a pipeline of algorithms.  An algorithm to be 
assessed has a certain computational load in GFLOP or TFLOP and memory transfer requirements in 
GB or TB.  The ratio of FLOP over Byte constitutes the OI.  The value of this OI can be used to select 
the hardware device- the device that allows the algorithm to access the theoretical peak or flat 
roofline computational capacity of the device according to the placement of Algorithm OI.  In case 
the selected device provides the slanted part of the roofline over the algorithm OI, a Roofline 
Efficiency of less than 100% is incurred.  In general, Compute Efficiency = Roofline Efficiency x 
Programming Efficiency where x is multiply. 

SDP [RD020] provides an approach for estimating the OI of a science pipeline based on 
time-weighted summation of the OI of pipeline components.  The estimation would not be helpful in 
case the OI of components have a large spread because the hardware device always compute on an 
instruction basis and an algorithm is a smaller aggregate of instructions than a pipeline. 
Nevertheless, the approach given in [RD020] indicates that the spread of OI is not as large as the OI 
values suggested by the initial parametric ratios.  A key message is that programming optimization 
plays a key role of improving the OI and thus the compute efficiency. An algorithm with sub-optimal 
compute efficiency (when OI is under the slanted roofline) will not become optimal (when OI is 
under the horizontal roofline) without optimisation. 

The basic Roofline model does not explicitly consider caching effects of modern processors. We 
present a modified view of the Roofline model in Figure 4. We show that the Operational Intensity 
(OI) required to reach peak computational performance varies drastically depending on whether 
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data are stored in the GPU’s main (device) memory or in the GPU’s shared memory (a small 
user-managed cache).  

 

 

Figure 4: The Roofline model for an NVIDIA Titan V GPU. The ridge point for device memory is at OI = 
24.07, for shared memory it is at OI = 1.08. This shows that without data reuse, it is very hard to 
utilise the GPU’s computational potential.  

 

The effect of programming the use of shared memory in CUDA GPU is a reduction of global memory 
transfer requirements and thus an increase of OI of the application. This view helps to defend the 
Roofline Diagram as it is. The same view is equally applicable to the use of cache through 
programming optimization.  

 

7.2 Programming models 
 

As discussed, estimating computational efficiency is not straightforward, and it can be sensible to 
quote efficiency relative to different resources based on the limiting factor of a particular algorithm. 
As such a figure can be difficult to predict from theory alone, it is useful to have working, highly 
optimised prototype code which reflect the likely complexity of production level algorithms. These 
codes can be profiled to understand run time and limiting factors.  

Vertical prototyping algorithms were written in C, with optimised code for accelerators written in 
CUDA for the NVIDIA GPU and the Intel OpenCL SDK for FPGA. These languages are sufficiently low 
level to allow significant control over resources required in optimised algorithms, such as, for 
instance, user managed caches in the GPU. The code referenced in[RD03], Part1 is a good example of 
the level of control over the accelerator which can be achieved using these programming models, 
but also illustrates the complexity of code that such optimisations can lead to. More complex code 
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can be more expensive to maintain, take longer to develop, cost more in requiring experienced 
developers, and can be more vulnerable to bugs. These factors need to be balanced against the 
potential performance gains available.  

One of the goals in the work with the Intel OpenCL SDK for FPGA, described in [RD017], was to 
determine how suited this language was to such development of optimised prototypes for 
algorithms in the pipeline. It was found that (from the perspective of a developer with no VHDL or 
FPGA experience) OpenCL provided a good balance between minimising development time and 
allowing enough control over how resources are used for optimisation purposes.  

 

7.3 Different hardware 
 

GPU vs FPGA  

The majority of vertical prototyping work was done targeting the NVIDIA GPU architecture – P100 
and V100. In addition, work was done to optimise the gridding algorithm on the Intel Arria 10 FPGA, 
as referenced in [RD017].  

The FPGA is a highly customisable, highly parallel accelerator that allows for an essentially arbitrary 
(up to the maximum available on the device) set of resources to be assigned to a group of threads, in 
the form of DSPs (multiply/add units), ALUTs (logic tables) and RAMs (block memory). By contrast, A 
GPU contains a number of streaming multiprocessors each with a fixed number of compute units 
and fixed cache size, with these resources divided evenly between groups of threads.  

In practice the performance bottleneck on the FPGA is often the bandwidth to main memory, which 
needs to be shared by the entire device. The maximum bandwidth on the development Arria 10 
FPGA used in [sdp memo] was 19200 MB/s (compared to a peak theoretical bandwidth of 732GS/s 
for the P100 GPU) although this figure will improve with newer FPGA models.  

Trying to compare GPU and FPGA implementations of SDP algorithms is made more difficult by the 
different potential limiting factors on the two devices, different capital costs, different energy use 
and operating costs and differences in developer and maintenance time. In addition, the ratio of 
compute capability to memory bandwidth for each device may change in the future with new 
models.  

In addition, it is arguably much easier to calculate the value of efficiency as a fraction of the limiting 
factor for the GPU, where profilers can give values for the different resource usage measures 
described in “The efficiency of a single algorithm” section. For the FPGA, it is possible to measure 
bandwidth to global memory and static allocation of compute resources, but not, to the author’s 
best knowledge, to calculate runtime usage of compute resources. The FPGA may also have other 
limiting factors not considered in the “efficiency of a single algorithm” section; for example the fact 
that peak compute performance may not be achieved due to the clock frequency of the device being 
reduced as the layout of resources required on the chip becomes more complex.  
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X86 Acceleration Programming Model 

The GPU is an accelerator and depends on the CPU to supply kernels (parcels of instruction) and data 
to perform. The current de facto open standard connecting the GPU to the CPU is PCIe. A full width 
of 16 PCIe lanes is normally needed to support the GPU. The memory transfer bandwidth of PCIe 
version 3 is about 16 GB/s in one direction. This bandwidth is far below the memory bandwidth of 
CPU main memory and further far below that of the GPU global memory. Unless the application is 
able to hide PCIe data transfer in execution time, PCIe data transfer time would add visible burden to 
the runtime of an application. 

One measure of dealing with this deficiency is to eliminate the PCIe lane by designing the GPU as a 
peer to the CPU sharing the same main memory. In addition to the elimination of PCIe, GPU may be 
allocated a portion of the main memory that is larger than the tiny global memory normally supplied 
on a GPU card. AMD has been supplying such chips called APU (accelerated processing units) for a 
few years but those chips have up to 704 GPU cores max and are of limited use to SDP. AMD has 
hinted the supply of an Exa-scale APU by around 2020.  

 

7.4 Algorithmic performance 
 

Gridding 

The gridding algorithm was examined in detail on GPU and in part on FPGA. Various optimised 
versions were considered, including tile-based versions on CPU, GPU and KNL by NVIDIA and NAG 
([RD015] and [RD03], Part 1), a compute bound version which included chebyshev fitting of 
convolution kernels [RD016] and an FPGA version [RD017]. In addition, the tile-based algorithm was 
compared to an earlier, memory bound moving-window implementation ([RD03], Part 2) by 
J.Romein of Astron.  

These comparisons together illustrate the important point that it is difficult to produce a single 
measure of efficiency, and that any such figure can be misleading. For instance, as shown in the 
figures below, the tile-based code was found to be compute bound on GPU, while the 
moving-window code was bandwidth bound. A simple measure of efficiency as percentage of 
compute resource used would prefer the tile-based code, where in this case the moving-window 
code actually had a faster run time.  

In a similar vein, the addition of Chebyshev polynomial fitting to the convolution kernels used in the 
gridding algorithm [RD016] was an attempt to reduce the bandwidth requirements of the algorithm 
at the cost of adding more compute work. The “efficiency” of the code was increased – a larger 
percentage of the compute resources of the device were utilised – but too much compute work was 
added and this caused the already compute bound code to actually run slower. This shows that an 
algorithm that has a lower compute efficiency can be superior to an algorithm which naively uses 
more of the device but more poorly translates compute instructions into useful work.  
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Figure 5: Performance limiter of tile-based code on GPU using nvvp [RD03] showing that the 
tile-based version is compute bound.  

 

Figure 6: Performance limiter of moving-window code on GPU using nvvp [RD03] showing that the 
moving-window version is memory bandwidth bound.  

Predict 

A "predict" algorithm is employed at various stages in a radio astronomy data processing pipeline to 
produce simulated visibilities, which are then used as an input model to either calibrate against or to 
subtract from the measured data. When used as part of the imaging process, the subtraction of 
predicted visibility data is done in the major cycle of the image deconvolution stage. 

Typically, predicted visibilities are generated either by direct evaluation of a Fourier sum over 
discrete sky model components (using an explicit Measurement Equation), or by taking the fast 
Fourier transform of a model sky image, and then de-gridding the result onto the projected 
interferometer baselines. The direct-evaluation method is very flexible as it allows various effects to 
be modelled accurately for sources at arbitrary distance from the phase centre, although it is 
computationally intensive as the number of operations scales linearly with the number of sky model 
components and the number of baselines. The second method may be more appropriate to use for 
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highly structured images of sky models around the phase centre. In practice, it is likely that both 
methods will be used by SDP, depending on the requirements of the data processing stage and 
complexity of the sky model in use. 

We examined the performance of the first method as a case-study of how one version of a "predict" 
algorithm performs on modern GPU hardware, and the results of this work are discussed in detail in 
[RD018]. It was found that good performance (~4 TFLOPs/s) could be achieved in single precision 
using a single NVIDIA Titan-V GPU, although the limiting factor depended on the specific effects 
being modelled. In all cases the operational intensity, or the number of floating-point operations 
performed per byte of data loaded, is low. With time-average smearing and bandwidth smearing 
enabled, the performance was compute-bound and limited by the capability of the GPU's 
special-function units, as the smearing terms were each calculated by evaluating a sinc()-function per 
source and per baseline. Without smearing, particularly in the case of full polarisation, the 
performance was limited instead by bandwidth to cache: In this case, the optimisations discussed in 
[RD018], which focussed on data re-use by making better use of the GPU caches, were much more 
beneficial. 

 

7.5 Scaling out 
 

The compute efficiency of a target hardware device for a specific SDP pipeline, assuming it is 
determined, is not the complete story. This is simply because each SDP computer will need more 
than one compute node to execute the science pipelines. Distribution and gathering of data will be 
needed for multi-node execution modes. This involves a scheduler that may or may not be one of 
the executing nodes and a master-worker scheme. The runtime and memory transfer requirements 
of scheduling constitute an overhead.  In addition, data transfers between compute nodes for 
maintaining data dependency and data coherence during science computation may create 
bottlenecks and wait states.  The overall effect may bring a cluster of compute nodes to its knees by 
introducing a phenomenon called negative scaling- an additional node to help causes the cluster to 
slow down collectively. Factors affecting scaling include the execution style of the algorithm to be 
distributed, the dataset distribution pattern, the scheduler, and the hardware involved.  If one single 
key performance indicator is needed, it would be the operational intensity of the algorithm- whether 
it is compute intensive or data intensive.  A highly compute intensive algorithm would scale very 
well.  Further detail can be found in SDP [RD021]. 
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8.0 Summary  
 

In this report we have tried to demonstrate the difficulties, subtleties and nuances in making a 
prediction for the computational efficiency of SDP. Given these difficulties we believe that it is 
sensible to estimate an upper and lower bound for this. 

We believe that the lower bound for efficiency can be guided by the efficiency of large FFTs, or our 
work on the predict algorithm [RD018], on GPUs we see a compute utilisation of 10%-30%. 

For the upper bound we take the performance characteristics of our gridding optimisations into 
account. Here we observe compute utilisation ranging from 40%-70%. 

Based on this we can define conservative estimates for the lower bound (LB) and upper bound (UB) 
compute efficiency: 

B .10L = 0  

B .40U = 0  

 

If our simplified pipeline spends LT execution time executing the less efficient algorithms in our 
pipeline and UT executing the most efficient algorithms: 

 

B 1 )L = ( − τ  

BU = τ  

 

We can define a simplified model of efficiency as: 

 

.1 .4τE = 0 (1 )− τ + 0  

 

We plot E for changing  in Figure 7.τ  
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Figure 7: A plot of predicted efficiency vs the execution time spend in the most efficient algorithms 
for a representative SDP processing pipeline.  

 

 

We expect that, using the methodology outlined in this report, data from pathfinder instruments 
and further prototyping efforts, a more accurate estimate of SDP efficiency can be obtained. As 
noted, looking at computational efficiency alone could lead to a suboptimal choice of hardware due 
to the dominant algorithms in a processing pipeline having bottlenecks in the memory hierarchy for 
example.  
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